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Abstract

then

How to perform conditioning when certain letters/outcomes are not distinguishable? Distinguishability being specified by a graph, we follow [4], [5], applying Körner’s graph entropy and
related information divergence on graphs to address this question.

H(G, P ) = H(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) − log 2.
There are also several boundary cases. For instance, if p1 + p2 + p3 ≤ p4 + p5, then
H(G, P ) = H(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) − H(p1 + p2 + p3, p4 + p5).

1. Setup, graph entropy
Let a memoryless source emit letters from a finite n-element alphabet X , with probability
distribution P . We mark the pairs of letters that can be distinguished by edges of graph G on
the vertex set V (G) = X . In this setting, the relevant information theoretic entropy is graph
entropy H(G, P ). Intorduced by Körner [2], it can be conveniently defined as [1]:
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where the strictly positive vector a goes over VP(G), the vertex packing polytope of the graph
G. Recall that the vertex packing polytope of a graph G is the convex hull of the characteristic
vectors of stable sets of G.

3. Information divergence of graph and conditioning
Following Sanov Theorem for graphs it is natural P
to define graph information divergence
I(p || q; G) , −H(p; G) + L(q || p), where L(q||p) , − ni=1 pi log qi is L-divergence.

3.1 Conditioning via graph information divergence minimization
We propose to perform conditioning by means of minimization of graph information divergence (wrt p) under the constraints specifying which nodes are erased from the graph.
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2. Graph entropy for simple graphs

Conditioning 1: Graph 1

Let p3 = 0. Then

Graph numbers refer to technical report [6].
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2.1 Three vertex graphs
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Let p1 = 0. The solution to
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H(G, P ) = H(p1, p2, p3) − H(p1 + p2, p3).
There, H(·) denotes the Shannon’s entropy.

p2+p3=1

is indeterminate. If the additional restriction p ≥ q is imposed, then one of the coordinates of
p̂ is qual to min{q2, q3} and the other one is its complement.
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Conditioning 3: Graph 21

Graph 2
Here the conditioning (with respect to pi = 0, for any fixed i) is particularly simple. Let p1 = 0.
The minimization problem
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H(G, P ) = H(p1 + p2, p3).
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2.2 Some of four vertex graphs
2.2.1

4. Summary

Graph 3
Few observations and conjectures:
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1. For most graphs, the functional form of graph entropy depends on P , in the sense that it
changes as P passes through a threshold conditions (c.f. Graph 13 for an illustration).
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H(G, P ) = H(p1, p2 + p4, p3).
2.2.2

Graph 4
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2. Graph entropy for odd (2n + 1)-cycle with probabilities sufficiently close to uniform is of the
form H(G, P ) = H(p1, . . . , p2n+1) − log n.
3. It appears that graph entropy for any graph can be expressed as +/− combination (linear
with coefficients ±1) of Shannon entropies over some partitions of the vertex set. The partition is probability-specific, per Item 1. We postulate that such a partition can be discovered
by numerical analysis of the entropy values.
4. Conditioning via graph information divergence seems generally to behave in accordance
with natural, commonsense expectations.
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H(G, P ) = H(p1, p2, p3, p4) − H(p1, p2 + p4, p3).
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The smallest graph exhibiting phase transition is the following one:
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If
p1 + p2 + p3 > p4 + p5,
p1 + p4 + p5 > p2 + p3,
p1 + p2 + p4 > p3 + p5,
p1 + p2 + p5 > p3 + p4,
p3 + p4 + p5 > p1 + p2,
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